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Introduction

Unmanned air systems (UAS) have been growing in popularity during the past 10 to 15 years. In 2001 the Pentagon had less than 50 unmanned aircraft and by 2012 had over 7,500 [1]. The Department of Defense has also shown more interest in unmanned aircraft by providing $6.0 billion in 2011 [2, 3]. UAS technology has not been growing within the United States territory as quickly due to regulations of integrating these aircraft within the National Airspace System (NAS). Because of these regulatory challenges the Department of Defense (DoD) has stated that, “integrating UAS into the NAS is essential to fulfill our airborne mission requirements” [4].

In order for unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) to be integrated into the National Air Space the FAA has stated that unmanned aircraft must provide an, “equivalent level of safety,” to the see and avoid requirements for manned aircraft [5]. This technology known as Sense and Avoid (SAA) needs to be developed so that the ownship will not have a mid-air collision with other aircraft in the sky known as intruders. Since the FAA does not allow unmanned aircraft into the NAS without a SAA system they have created a temporary way to gain access to this space through what is known as the Certificate of Authorization (COA) process [6].

Another problem arises in creating a SAA system for unmanned aircraft because these aircraft have a much larger range of the sizes and performance capabilities than manned aircraft [7]. These constraints of size, weight and power (SWaP) make it almost impossible to use existing sensor technologies [8].

The class G airspace seems to be the first place that small unmanned aircraft will likely be allowed to fly. The Aviation Rule-making Committee (ARC) has been given the responsibility to create regulations for sUAS [9]. A statement made by the ARC is that these aircraft, “will likely experience the greatest near-term growth in civil and commercial operations because of their versatility and relatively low initial cost and operation expenses” [10]. The only thing that prevents these sUAS from gaining access to the NAS is creating an acceptable SAA system.

Within BYU's MAGICC lab research is being done to develop a SAA system using radar as the primary measurement sensor which will provide both range and bearing.

State of Practice

As mentioned in the introduction there currently doesn’t exist a SAA system for sUAS; however, BYU’s MAGICC lab has been actively trying to create such a system. Past research has involved creating a Matlab and Simulink simulation environment that uses an EKF to detect a single
intruder that flies at constant altitude, velocity and heading. This simulation environment has also included a model of a radar that results in a 120° field of view in the horizontal plane and 30° in the vertical plane. This radar model is formed by pointing three radars in the forward direction as shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: Radar antenna setup for Matlab/Simulink simulation](image)

This existing simulation also includes a simple tree branching guidance algorithm to plan a new path. The research being done in this paper focuses on improving the current target detection and tracking algorithm and leaves the guidance algorithm improvements for other researchers in BYU’s MAGICC lab.

Research Challenges
As stated in the previous section the target detection and tracking algorithm that has been developed in BYU’s MAGICC lab uses an EKF to detect a single intruder. The EKF in this simulation requires previous knowledge of the number of intruders being sensed by the radar. The existing model also doesn’t handle spurious measurements, missed measurements, or multiple measurements. Some other limitations of the existing simulation are that it doesn’t handle multiple intruders, overtaking intruders and intruders that don’t have straight and level flight. Overcoming these shortcomings has been the aim of this research. The first steps that have been taken have included extending the target detection and tracking algorithm to handle multiple intruders. It has also been extended to handle spurious measurements, missed measurements, and multiple measurements at the same time step. Steps that have not been taken yet include overtaking intruders and intruders that don’t have straight and level flight; however, this is starting to be researched.

Technical Approach
Recursive RANSAC
A new algorithm known as Recursive RANSAC was recently developed here in BYU’s MAGICC lab. The main purpose of this algorithm is to dynamically estimate the states of multiple targets even when the measurements are noisy, include spurious measurements, and when multiple targets are being measured.

The Recursive RANSAC algorithm creates and stores multiple hypothesis models and when new measurements are received they update existing models to which they are inliers to using a Kalman Filter (KF). If a new measurement is not an inlier to an existing model then RANSAC is called and a new model is formed with the current measurement. Models that have a sufficient number of inliers are labeled as good models and are used as tracks to existing intruders.

One of the primary goals of the RANSAC algorithm is to find an initial condition for the measurement that has been received that has the most number of inliers. The Recursive RANSAC algorithm that has been developed here at BYU is only able to find an initial condition if the state space equation and output equation are linear.

Implementation of Recursive RANSAC Algorithm
The state space equations and output equation that are being used in my research are all nonlinear equations. This presents a problem in
using the Recursive RANSAC algorithm for my research because, as was stated in the previous section, the Recursive RANSAC algorithm requires linear state space equations and output equations. This has required me to do some modifications to the Recursive RANSAC algorithm in order for it to work. The states that are being used in this modified Recursive RANSAC algorithm are shown in Equation 1.

Equation 1

\[
x = \begin{pmatrix} p_{n,int} \\ p_{e,int} \\ V_{a,int} \\ \psi_{int} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ x_3 \\ x_4 \end{pmatrix}
\]

One of the main changes to the Recursive RANSAC algorithm is the use of an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) instead of a KF to account for the nonlinear state space equation and output equation. The state-space equation that is being used by the EKF is shown in Equation 2.

Equation 2

\[
f(x) = \begin{pmatrix} x_3 \ast \cos(x_4) \\ x_3 \ast \sin(x_4) \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]

Finally the output equation that is being used by the EKF is shown in Equation 3 where the two outputs are range and bearing.

Equation 3

\[
h(x) = \sqrt{(x_1 - p_n)^2 + (x_2 - p_e)^2} \\
\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x_2 - p_e}{x_1 - p_n} \right) - \psi
\]

As discussed in the previous section one of the primary roles of the RANSAC algorithm is to identify an initial condition that has the most number of inliers with the current measurement. Since the Recursive RANSAC algorithm that has been developed requires linear system in order to identify the initial condition, I had to create a new method of determining the initial condition.

Solving the Nonlinear Equation Backwards in Time

The new method implemented to find the initial conditions is to solve the nonlinear state equation backwards in time. The general form of the equation is shown in Equation 4 below.

Equation 4

\[
x[k-1] = x[k] - dt \ast f(x)
\]

This equation is placed inside a for loop that iterates the length of the measurement window. In order to solve this equation backwards in time we need a set of states to start with which represent the current time or ending conditions of the aircraft. The method for determining the ending conditions will be discussed in the following section.

Finding the Ending Conditions

The north and east positions of the ending condition can be determined directly from range and bearing and are shown in Equations 5 & 6 below.

Equations 5 & 6

\[
p_{n_0} = p_{n_{own}} + r \ast \cos(\phi + \chi_{own}) \\
p_{e_0} = p_{e_{own}} + r \ast \sin(\phi + \chi_{own})
\]

The other two states, velocity and heading, are not as easily determined. In order to determine velocity and heading we need to use the current measurement and one other randomly selected measurement. The north and east positions are calculated for both these measurements and then a straight line is drawn between the two
positions. The heading can be determined by the direction that this line points. The velocity can be determined because we know the distance between these two points and we also know at what time the measurements were taken. The equations for both of these states are shown below in Equations 7 & 8.

\[
V_{a0} = \frac{\sqrt{(pn_1 - pn_2)^2 + (pe_1 - pe_2)^2}}{t_1 - t_2}
\]

\[
\psi_0 = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{pe_1 - pe_2}{pn_1 - pn_2} \right)
\]

Now that we have found all four states, north position, east position, velocity, and heading, we can now solve the nonlinear state equation backwards in time. After we solve the nonlinear equation backwards in time we see which of all the measurements are inliers to this trajectory. Figure 2 below shows what a single iteration of the RANSAC algorithm might produce.

---

The above steps are repeated several times and the iteration with the most inliers is used to choose the initial condition of the intruder. Figure 3 that follows shows the best track out of 100 iterations of the RANSAC algorithm. The image on the left shows the north and east positions. The image on the upper right shows the velocity and the image on the bottom right shows the heading. Notice that the estimated track, shown in green follows very closely to the true track shown in blue.
Figure 3: All three images are the result of 100 iterations of RANSAC and the iteration with the most inliers is selected. The line in blue is the true track of the intruder and the green line is the best estimate of the intruder. The red x’s are the measurements of the intruders position. The light green circle is the initial conditions that the RANSAC algorithm calculates. The image on the left shows the north and east positions. The image in the upper right is the velocity of the intruder. The image on the bottom right is the heading of the intruder.

The previous Figure 3 shows what the Recursive RANSAC algorithm does when a measurement is received that is not an inlier to an existing model. As can be imagined, there will be many models being formed. New models will be created and old models will be replaced. Figure 4 that follows shows how the Recursive RANSAC algorithm works continuously in a simulation. Notice that the estimates are not as good at the beginning of the track, but soon the error becomes small. In each of the figures, measurements are not being received until about 20 seconds into the simulation, because the intruders are outside the range of the radar sensors.
Conclusion

In conclusion the Recursive RANSAC algorithm has been a successful method in estimating the states of multiple intruders. New techniques were required to alter the RANSAC algorithm so that the initial conditions of a measurement could be found. These alterations were required because Recursive RANSAC was developed specifically for linear state space models. Further research will be done to address overtaking intruders and intruders that don’t fly in straight and level flight.
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